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INFO 
Age - 21 
Gender - Female
D.O.B - 06.09.1996

SKILLS
Photoshop
InDes
ign

EDUCATION
2009 - 2011 SMK Jalan 3 Bandar Baru Bangi
2012 - 2014 SMK Damansara Utama
2015 - 2017 Taylor’s University Diploma in Graphic  
Communication Design

BIODATA
Hannani Hamdan is a graphic designer in training from 
Damansara. Her major interests in the graphic design industry 
are illustration and digital imaging. Hannani focuses on being 
flexible when choosing concept ideas for her. She tried her best 
to experiment different concepts that is out of her comfort zone 
to challenge her creative skills and to understand her strength in 
design. She applied the concept of clean and minimal towards 
her most design which represent her identity.

Despite her clean and minimal side, she’s the one that hates 
cliche and admire the unexpected. Highly inspired by surrealist, 
Salvador Dali and film director, Tim Burton - her illustrations often 
fiddle around the subject of the quirks and the peculiar. She 
cherish creative imagination and fantasy by applying the concept 
into her artworks and treat the process like it was a therapy.

ABOUT ME

MANIFESTO
Everyone has a way in coping with the things that they 
don’t want to face in life. Things that they want to shut 
off temporarily. The way I cope with these things are with 
design. Give me a piece of paper and I’ll form a creation, 
give me some colours and I’ll bring it a life. These tools are 
my toys that I can be lost in the details and bring peace to 
my mind. Design is a therapy of life.

Design is my therapy.

H A N N A N I 
       H A M D A N 
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IDENTITY DESIGN

This  brand identity was done in semester 4, second year 
for Graphic Design 2 subject. 

In this task, she created a unique retail brand called 
INK.  INK is a clothing store which specifically sells and 
promotes only black clothes. The concept behind this 
brand is clean, modern, sophisticated and elegant. In 
the logo, she chose a circle shape base to emphasize 
a welcoming and a friendlier element to be part of the 
identity as a fashion brand.

INK

IDENTITY DESIGN
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The typography itself rely on precision. 
With such minimal design, she measured 
the line angles to be perfectly 90 degrees 
and 45 degrees to reflect it’s elegant 
and clean identity. The line thickness 
differences is to give the logo some 
contrast and uniqueness. 

IDENTITY DESIGN
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Photoshop work was required to produce 
visual element for a clearer idea of how the 
identity, store and interior looks like. She 
went for a minimal, classy with black and 
white colour scheme store to represent this 
brand identity.

IDENTITY DESIGN
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IDENTITY DESIGN
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ADVERTISING / PACKAGING

This direct mail work was for 
Advertising Campaign subject, done 
in semester 4. It was required to design 
a movie of 3 hosted by the NGO of 
choice and GSC to garner awareness 
and donations toward NGO. 

In this project she chose PENGASIH 
Malaysia for the NGO role in 
this project. PENGASIH Malaysia 
specialized as a private rehabilitation 
and treatment abuse center. This direct 
mail supposedly act a response device 
to receiver who would be announced 
by the host about the collaboration 
and how receiver can help to raise 
the funds to donate to the NGO by 
signing up for the movie marathon.

SECOND CHANCE 
MOVIE MARATHON

PACKAGING DESIGN / ADVERTISING
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PENGASIH Malaysia provides aftercare for members who are in 
search of  job application such as night market, taxi permits and 
farming. In one of the previous funds, PENGASIH Malaysia has 
benefited by starting chili and banana farm. The produce are sold 
to retail markets.

 In advertising project, she decided to utilize the existing information 
about the host and apply it to her completely. She chose the chili 
element to be the main theme for the direct mail packaging. The 
concept of the design is clean and friendly which she thought suit 
the best for this NGO. 

The vibrant red on the outer packaging is to give the receiver 
a friendly approach. The salt shaker filled with chilies act as a 
gift from member of the host. She tried to achieve an adorable, 
clean and organic look to the packaging so that it adds up with 
the rest of the collaterals.

PACKAGING DESIGN / ADVERTISING
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PACKAGING DESIGN

This project was done in Semester 3 under Graphic Design subject. The task was to create and design a 
launching music albums with other collaterals.

She selected indie pop as the genre of the album because she has always been personally attracted 
to indie music. Unlike indie rock, indie pop it is more melodic, less abrasive, and relatively angst-free. 
Her vision was to have a calming and nature vibe to the design. To achieve the statement, she relies on 
photography that she took while she was traveling and had nature encounters.

1996 by NØDDY

GRAPHIC DESIGN 
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She added white vector box to compliment 
the therapeutic images. White lines and white 
fonts too has clearly become some of the visual 
identity of this album. 

A lot of the photograph were sceneries which 
she then photoshopped the photos so that they 
appear more  in a coordinated colour schemes. 
She uses some of the photos as the main visual 
element to the design.

GRAPHIC DESIGN 
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ILLUSTRATION BOOK

This illustration book was illustrated and printed in semester 2 
for Illustration Technique subject. This is probably one of her 
favourite work because this was her first time illustrating using 
Adobe Illustrator. 

The illustrations in the book was done  to reflect the quotes on 
the next page. It was her way of storytelling through images 
and quotes. This book is about a deformed octopus who took 
the dangerous path in life once he realized his true identity as a 
mafia after his love was rejected by someone he cared.  

This book was all fun. She gets to think outside of the box 
and really learn how to illustrate using vectors as she was 
progressing 

THE GODUCTOPUS

ILLUSTRATIONS
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ILLUSTRATIONS
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ILLUSTRATIONS

VECTOR ILLUSTRATION
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BOOK DESIGN

This book was done in semester 3 for Electronic Publishing subject. 
She chose to do a recipe book because she recipe books can be the 
most interesting  to work with because there are many ways she can 
experiment with the layout of the columns section. Also because food 
is life.

The concept for this recipe book was minimal and friendly. So, she 
picked out the simplest and easiest recipe.  Although, the layout 
was looking almost very standard. She focused on the balance in the 
context so that the space was used in the most clean way. The pastel 
colours used was based on nature colour to compliment the theme of 
the book. 

EASY PEASY VEGAN RECIPE

ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING
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TYPOGRAPHY

Phocilday is typeface created for her Typography subject in semester 2. It 
was inspired by the figure of a cellar spider also known as Pholcidae which 
is known for it's freakishly long and unusual long legs. Each letter has 3 
breaking points on the horizontal line to immitate the actual cellar spider 
figure. She wanted to created an eerie and freaky looking typeface that has 
a Halloween vibe to it. Hence, the Pholciday.

PHOLCIDAY

TYPOGRAPHY
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POSTER DESIGN  

This Poster was done during her third semester for History 
of Graphic Design subject. The concept of this poster is 
reflecting traditional art events/exhibition that she visited 
in KL and turn it into a new concept of an event. She added 
a polygon effect to the traditional illustration to give it a 
little hint of modern look.

WATER COMES TO LIFE

POSTER  DESIGN
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COLLAGE ARTWORK

This 3D collage artwork was inspired by Coraline the movie. The materials used for 
this artwork was crepe paper, tinfoil, button, fabric and yarn.COLLAGE ARTWORK

This was one of the exercise during Illustrator Technique class. She named this 
character 'Beauty Monster' and she is someone who is extremely consumed 
with the definition of beauty constructed by the media and could not get 
enought of it.

BEAUTY BY THE MEDIA

CORALINE 3D

COLLAGE
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LOGO DESIGN
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